**2024 Artist Statements**

**Zodiac by Renee Zhang**

My artistic exploration merges the ancient symbolism of the 12 Chinese zodiac signs with intricate paper cutting, crafting sculptures that represent each zodiac sign in hieroglyphics. Made from vibrant red aluminum alloy, symbolizing good fortune and joy, the sculptures form a rotating color wheel, inviting viewers to engage with the cyclical nature of life. This interaction encourages contemplation of existence’s ever-changing tapestry, symbolizing renewal and transformation with each revolution.

**Nidum by Jon Kamrath**

*Nidum* meaning “Nest” in Latin, is a 7-foot-tall sculpture made of Corten steel with three interlocking wedges that cradle a reflective stainless steel sphere atop a pedestal. Its robust angles and contrasting finishes draw viewers in, guiding their eyes around its seamless, ever-changing perspectives. The sculpture reflects themes of community, support, and growth, symbolizing collective efforts to uplift and protect, potential energy, or an egg in a nest. It encourages introspection on one’s journey and nurturing role, embodying humanity’s interconnectedness and potential for transformation.

**Rudbeckia by Tim Adams**

My artistic endeavor focuses on the black-eyed Susan, a resilient prairie perennial crucial for ecosystem sustainability. Through a 9-foot-tall, 6.5-foot-wide monumental abstraction, I aim to highlight the importance of pollinator plants. Inspired by the Rudbeckia flower, I meticulously crafted a weathered steel seed head with intricate patterns, canary yellow aluminum petals, and perforated steel leaves on a concrete and steel base. This sculpture serves as both art and a functional space for shade, photography, and communal connection, embodying the harmony between art, nature, and humanity.

**Support Art4Trails**

Contributions to Rochester Art Center for the Art4Trails program are tax deductible. Make checks payable to “Rochester Art Center” with “Art4Trails” in the memo.

**Send to**

Rochester Art Center  
30 Civic Center Drive SE, Suite 120  
Rochester, MN 55904

**Make an online donation**

rochesterartcenter.org/participate  
Click on the donate button and add “Art4Trails” in the note at checkout.

**Rochester Art Center**

rochesterartcenter.org/art4trails  
info@rochesterartcenter.org  
507.722.2552

#rochartcenter

This activity is made possible by the voters of Minnesota through a grant from Minnesota State Arts Board, thanks to a legislative appropriation from the Arts & Cultural Heritage Fund.

**Special Thanks**

Barb Depman, Wayne Flood, Alison Good, Mary Ellen Landwehr, Mike Nigbur, Erik Noonan, Sébastien Richer, Helen Roland, Anthony Rostvold, and Amarama Vernocke.
**Permanent Sculptures**

1. Flathead – Andy Arend 2016
3. Perfect Canoe – Sébastien Richer 2017
4. Unbroken – Katya Roberts 2017
5. The Artist – Richard Brubaker 2018
6. The Send-Off – Sébastien Richer 2019
7. Tractor Cat – Richard Brubaker 2017
8. Phoenix Rising – Richard Brubaker 2018
10. Untitled – Hugh Butt 2020
11. Drinking Sunshine – Craig Snyder 2017
12. Pyramide – Sébastien Richer 2020
13. Playtime – Jamie Weinfurter 2021
14. Nautilus – Kristopher Tiffany 2021

**2024 Temporary Sculptures**

15. Rudbeckia – Tim Adams 2024
17. Nidum – Jon Kamrath 2024

Recreational Trails